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Présentation

The advanced master ”Experimental Flight Test engineering” 
prepares experienced pilots and engineers selected by EPNER 
to design, execute and analyze flight tests of aircraft, 
equipment and airborne systems.

Objectifs

Under the aegis of the DGA, ISAE-SUPAERO and EPNER 
pooled their expertise to set up the first Master’s degree in 
Flight Test Engineering for pilots and engineers generating 
synergies through their recognized aerospace teaching skills. 
EPNER is one of the leading Flight Test Schools in the 
world offering high-level courses for Flight Test Pilots and 
Flight Test Engineers. EPNER offers fixed wing and rotary 
wing courses for test pilots and engineers. ISAE-SUPAERO 
and EPNER together developed a comprehensive program 
integrating their competencies and existing courses to provide 
EPNER flight test course participants with an ISAE-SUPAERO 

Master’s degree Specialized in Experimental Flight Test 
Engineering in addition to the EPNER qualification.

WHAT? The Experimental Flight Test Engineering Master is 
a 12-month course organized by ISAE-SUPAERO and EPNER 
aimed at providing both Governmental Organisations and 
Aircraft manufacturers with highly qualified test pilots and 
flight test engineers. Aware of the necessity to conduct the 
flight test program in close coordination between pilots and 
engineers, the original spirit of this program is to prepare pilots 
and engineers to work in integrated teams.

HOW? The objectives of the Master is to develop theoretical 
and applied skills for experienced pilots and engineers to 
prepare, implement and report on flight tests either for 
aircraft or complex embedded-systems, in the best safety 
conditions. After graduation, these skilled professionals are 
able to participate in civilian certification of new or modified 
aircraft, aircraft or equipment development programs, military 
acceptance programs, either fixedwing or rotary-wing.

The course is split into two periods:

• 2-month course in basic sciences and French aeronautical 
communication organized at ISAE-SUPAERO campus, in 
Toulouse,

• 10-month Experimental Flight Test course, for fixed wing or 
rotary wing pilots and engineers, given at EPNER in Istres.
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Admission

Conditions d'accès

Required degrees. The applicants must hold:

* A Master’s Degree or an equivalent degree in science
* Or a Bachelor’s Degree with at least 3 years of professional 

experience
* International degree equivalent to the aforementioned 

degrees.
For candidates who do not meet these conditions but can 
justify 5 years of significant professional experience, these 
programs can be accessed via the Validation of Professional 
and Personal Acquisitions - VAPP ( Contact us).

Et après...

Insertion professionnelle

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

The Master intends to prepare skilled professionals, pilots or 
engineers as:

• Managers of flight tests implementation, flight envelop 
extension of aircraft or embedded-systems in close 
cooperation with design and development offices

• Managers of flight tests centers.

Contact(s)

Autres contacts

For more information, please visit ISAE-SUPAERO website
or contact  info-masters@isae-supaero.fr

Infos pratiques

Lieu(x)

 Toulouse
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Programme

Organisation

Academic session consists of around 450h of ground and 
simulator courses, provided by ISAE-SUPAERO and EPNER’s 
tenured professors and experts from industry bringing current 
knowledge and experience.

And around 110 flying hours on more than 20 airplanes for 
the fixedwing stream and 15 helicopters for the rotary-wing 
stream.

Throughout the program, students conduct professional 
theses, assessing aircraft or embedded-systems. These 
theses conclude with the submission of a report and an oral 
dissertation.
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